ABSTRACT OF THE DISCLOSURE

A unidirectional panel type antenna constructed of a reflector panel and a zigzag radiator conductor a plurality of wavelengths long at the operating frequency. The reflector panel is also several wavelengths long at the operating frequency and is placed collaterally along the zigzag conductor and the associated panel are both bent about the center vertical axis of the zigzag conductor so that the dihedral angle formed by the two planes of the reflector panel and the two planes of the zigzag conductor are both on the order of 120 degree angles.

This invention relates to antenna systems and particularly to an antenna system suitable for broadcasting television and other radio signals.

With the advent of broadcasting over UHF bands as well as VHF bands, there is a demand to provide additional broadcast antennas to handle these new channels. One method for providing such additional broadcast antennas involves mounting the necessary antenna elements on existing support tower structures. An antenna of the type using a continuous zigzag wire or rod as the radiating element provides a multi-unit unidirectional radiator for use in such applications. By arranging several such antenna elements about an existing supporting structure, it is possible to obtain an omnidirectional pattern as desired in the particular application.

It is an object of the present invention to provide an improved antenna system by which the number of unidirectional arrays which are required to provide an omnidirectional antenna system is minimized.

Another object is to provide a television or radio broadcast antenna system having improved pattern characteristics.

A further object is to provide an improved zigzag antenna in which the antenna is compensated for lesser radiating power at the end points of the antenna.

Briefly, in accordance with one embodiment of this invention, there is provided a zigzag radiating conductor which is a plurality of wavelengths long at the desired operating frequency. The zigzag conductor is constructed of a wire, rod, or ribbon that is bent so that it reverses direction symmetrically about a center axis in a common plane every half wavelength at the mean operating frequency. Since a reflector panel having a length several wavelengths long and a width approximately one-half a wavelength at the operating frequency is placed collaterally along the zigzag radiating conductor. The zigzag radiating conductor as described above and the associated reflector are bent about the center axis of the zigzag antenna array so that the dihedral angle formed by the two planes of the reflector panel and the dihedral angle formed by the two planes of the zigzag conductor are both obtuse angles. A first feed terminal is connected to the electrical center of the zigzag conductor with the second feed terminal being connected at the adjacent point on the reflector panel.

A more detailed description follows in conjunction with the accompanying drawings in which:

FIG. 1 is a perspective view of an antenna array in accordance with this invention;
FIG. 2 is a cross-sectional view taken at the 2--2 axis shown in FIG. 1;
U-bolt to provide one plate of a capacitance. The reflector 2 acts as the other plate of the capacitance. Again, by way of example only, the tubular support 3 may be four inches high and one half inch in diameter, with a one-half inch notch cut in its free end to accommodate the conductor. The value of the capacitance provided can be designed according to the given application.

When the radio frequency signal is applied between the feed conductor 4 and the reflector plate 2, currents are produced in the zigzag conductor 1. Upon proper polarity of applied radio frequency, the instantaneous currents are as shown by the arrows drawn along side some of the half wavelength portions 1c through 1d of conductor 1. (See FIG. 1.) These instantaneous currents can be resolved into their horizontal Ic and vertical Ic components. The vertical components essentially cancel each other with the adjacent half wavelength sections. For example, vertical components in the one-half wavelength portions 1c and 1d are shown in FIG. 1 in opposite directions and therefore cancel each other. The horizontal components Ic, however, are in the same direction and therefore combine to produce a strong horizontal field. This strong horizontal field provides a radiation which is polarized at right angles to the length of the aperture. Experimentation has revealed that a wider radiation pattern can be obtained by bending the zigzag conductor 1 and associated panel reflector 2 about a central symmetrical axis so that the dihedral angles newly formed by the two planes of the reflector panel 2 and by the two new formed planes of the zigzag conductor array 1 is an obtuse angle such as 120 degrees. This unique feature provides an improved pattern when it is desirable to provide a wider pattern per zigzag panel antenna. FIG. 7 illustrates the horizontal pattern of a prior art flat panel zigzag radiator. FIG. 8 illustrates the pattern obtained by bending the same zigzag radiator in the manner described above in accordance with this invention.

An improvement in the radiating energy at the end points of the radiating conductor can be accomplished by effectively increasing the number of half wavelength portions of the conductor 1 towards the end points of the zigzag antenna. Less radiating energy exists at the end points of conductor 1 than at the center of conductor 1 because the current decreases along the conductor as it progresses away from the center feed point 4. Referring to FIG. 3, FIG. 3 shows a perspective view of a zigzag conductor 15 and associated reflector panel 16 bent in accordance with this invention when there is provided more radiating wavelength sections 15a through 15f per length of panel 16 at the end points than at the center of the panel. FIG. 3 shows angle α as the angle between the half wavelength portions of the conductor 15 near the center portion of the conductor 15. By decreasing the angle α at the end portions of the conductor to angle α' there is effected more half wavelength sections at the end portions of the conductor. This provides more current at the end portions of the radiating panel than at the center portions of the radiator and therefore increases the radiated energy from the end portion of the radiating panel. FIG. 3 shows conductor 15 mounted in space relation to reflector 16 and both bent about symmetrical center axis A-A' so the newly formed planes of the reflector 16 and conductor 15 form an obtuse dihedral angle. Conductor 15 is centered feed point 17 and is made up of half wavelength portions 15a through 15f. Half wavelength portion 15f located near the center feed point 17 is bent at an angle α to the adjacent half wavelength portion 15f which is in a reverse direction of half wavelength portion 15c, located near the end of conductor 15, is bent at an angle α' to the adjacent half wavelength portion 15b. With angle α' being less than angle α, more half wavelength portions are needed to progress a given linear distance along the center axis A-A'. By having more wavelengths per linear distance, there is produced more current per linear length at the end portions of the conductor 15, there is a corresponding improvement in the radiating energy at these end points of the zigzag conductor 15. In this manner, lesser radiating power at the end points of the conductor due to current decreases along the conductor can be compensated for by increasing the number of radiating elements per linear distance along the center axis of the conductor.

An alternate method for increasing the radiating power at the end points is by spacing the conductor at a greater distance from the screen to increase the current near the end points. By terminating the element far ends at a point where the remaining impedance matches the characteristic impedance and thereby eliminating the reflected wave and radiating the remaining power.

Referring to FIG. 4 there is shown an omnidirectional antenna system comprising three zigzag directional antennas 21, 22 and 23 which are bent in accordance with this invention. Each of these directional antenna arrays are mounted to the corresponding sides 21a, 22a and 23a of a triangular configuration 20 corresponding to the shape of a triangular tower. The arrays 21, 22, 23 are shown positioned in a vertical lengthwise sense substantially at the center of respective sides 21a, 22a, 23a of the tower 20. Although not shown on the drawing, the interior of the tower can be fitted with a ladder or other means for access to and servicing of the antenna, and the tower would be provided with hardware for mounting the necessary transmission line. The horizontal pattern developed by such an arrangement on a relatively small tower, for example about 2 feet on a side, provides an omnidirectional radiation pattern during the radial firing using only three directional zigzag antenna arrays. FIG. 9 illustrates the horizontal pattern obtained using only three directional antenna arrays mounted on a relatively small tower in the manner shown in FIG. 4. The same arrangement can be provided using more than three panel reflectors to form the supporting structures or by mounting more than three directional zigzag panel arrays on multi-sided towers. The use of the directional zigzag antenna array bent according to this invention reduces the number of directional zigzag panel arrays necessary to provide an omnidirectional antenna system, since the directional zigzag panel array bent according to this invention provides a wider pattern characteristic. Since many existing tower structures are triangular, the directional zigzag panel antenna array bent according to this invention can provide an omnidirectional system by simply mounting an antenna of this type on each of the three sides.

However, on large antenna structures, for example, towers about 7½ feet on a side, it is possible for effects to occur in the horizontal pattern. FIG. 10 illustrates the horizontal pattern which might be obtained using three directional zigzag antenna arrays mounted on a large triangular tower. Note the nulls in the horizontal pattern between each of the directional patterns shown in FIG. 10. Referring to FIG. 5, there is illustrated three directional zigzag antenna arrays 25, 26 and 27 mounted to the three sides of tower 28 in a manner so that the elbow or apex 25a, 26a and 27a of each zigzag antenna 25, 26 and 27 is skew away from the center of the supporting tower 28. The antennas are oriented in a common plane on the tower 28 with their centers of radiation arranged in an arc of a horizontal circle. The principal axis or center of the radiation pattern of each antenna 25, 26 and 27 is non-radial with respect to the radii of the above arc of the horizontal circle.

FIG. 6 illustrates an omnidirectional antenna array shown in FIG. 5 mounted in the skewed fashion described above with the centers of radiation of the antenna arrays arranged in a common plane in the arc of a horizontal circle. FIG. 11 illustrates a horizontal pattern developed by such an arrangement during radial firing on a tower, e.g., by providing about 7½ feet on a side, using only three directional zigzag antenna arrays bent according to this invention and mounted in
the skewed fashion described above. This arrangement provides a greatly improved horizontal pattern and thereby makes possible an improved omnidirectional antenna system.

While not shown in FIGS. 4 and 5 for reasons of clarity of drawing, any suitable conventional transmission line or other means may be provided to feed signal energy to the antennas in proper phase rotation in a manner to provide the desired omnidirectional pattern from the antennas. The actual connection of the transmission line to the respective antennas can be made in the manner shown in FIGS. 1, 2 and 3.

What is claimed is:

1. A unidirectional antenna array for operation at a mean operating frequency comprising:
   - a zigzag radiating conductor a plurality of wavelengths long at said mean operating frequency said conductor formed by an elongated member reversing direction symmetrically about a center axis in a common plane every half wavelength at said mean operating frequency,
   - a reflector panel placed in close proximity to and colaterally with said zigzag radiating conductor and having a length longer than said zigzag radiating conductor and a width approximately one half wavelength at said mean operating frequency,
   - said zigzag radiating conductor and said reflector being bent about said center axis so that the dihedral angle formed by the two planes of said reflector panel and by the two planes of said conductor are each on the order of 120 degrees,
   - a first feed terminal connected to a point on said zigzag conductor,
   - and a second feed terminal connected at the point on said reflector panel adjacent said point on said conductor.

2. A unidirectional antenna system for operation at a mean operating frequency comprising:
   - a reflector panel having a width of approximately one half a wavelength at said mean operating frequency and a length several wavelengths long at said mean operating frequency,
   - said reflector panel having a linear lengthwise axis,
   - a zigzag radiating conductor several wavelengths long at said mean operating frequency,
   - said zigzag conductor formed by a conducting member reversing direction symmetrically about a center axis in a common plane every half wavelength at said mean operating frequency,
   - means for spacing said zigzag radiating conductor parallel to and collateral with said reflector so that said conductor extends along said lengthwise axis of said reflector,
   - said reflector panel and said zigzag radiating conductor being bent about said center axis so that the dihedral angles formed by the two planes of said reflector and by the two planes of said conductor are each 120 degrees,
   - a first feed terminal connected to the electrical center of said zigzag conductor, and
   - a second feed terminal connected to said reflector panel at the point adjacent said electrical center of said conductor.

3. A unidirectional antenna array for operation at a mean operating frequency comprising:
   - a zigzag radiating conductor several wavelengths long at said mean operating frequency formed by an elongated member which reverses direction symmetrically about a center axis in a common plane every half wavelength at said mean operating frequency,
   - the angle at which said radiating conductor reverses direction being progressively smaller towards the ends of said conductor than at the center of said conductor,
   - a reflector panel placed in close proximity to and collateral

5. An omnidirectional antenna system comprising:
   - three unidirectional antenna arrays for operating at a mean operating frequency,
   - each of said unidirectional antenna arrays comprising:
     - a sheet reflector panel having a linear lengthwise axis and a width of approximately half a wavelength at said mean operating frequency and a length several wavelengths long at said mean operating frequency, a zigzag radiating conductor several wavelengths long at said mean operating frequency formed by an elongated conducting member which reverses direction symmetrically about a center axis in a common plane every half wavelength at said mean operating frequency, means for spacing said conductor parallel to and collateral with said reflector so that said conductor extends along said lengthwise axis of said reflector, and
     - a triangular supporting tower, a separate unidirectional antenna array for operation at a mean operating frequency mounted to each of the three sides of said tower, said arrays being positioned equidistant from the center axis of said tower, each of said three unidirectional arrays comprising a reflector panel having a linear lengthwise axis and a width of approximately one half a wavelength at said mean operating frequency and a length several wavelengths long at said mean operating frequency, a zigzag radiating conductor several wavelengths long at said mean operating frequency formed by a member which reverses direction symmetrically about a center axis in a common plane every half wavelength at said mean operating frequency, means for spacing
said conductor parallel to and collateral with said reflector so that said conductor extends along said lengthwise axis, said sheet reflector panel and said center axis so that the dihedral angle formed by the two planes of said reflector panel and the dihedral angle formed by the two planes of said conductor are 120 degrees,
said unidirectional arrays being oriented on said tower with said lengthwise axis of an array parallel to said lengthwise axes of the other two arrays.

7. An omnidirectional antenna system comprising;
a separate unidirectional antenna array adapted for operation at a mean operating frequency positioned on each side of said tower, each of said unidirectional antenna arrays comprising a reflector panel having a width of approximately one half a wavelength at said mean operating frequency and a length several wavelengths long at said mean operating frequency, said reflector panel having a linear lengthwise axis which is parallel to and along the vertical axis of said tower, a zigzag radiating conductor several wavelengths long at said mean operating frequency formed by a member having a component of direction transverse to the length of said conductor which reverses direction symmetrically about a center axis in a common plane every half wavelength at said mean operating frequency, means for spacing said conductor parallel to and collateral with said reflector so that said conductor extends along said lengthwise axis, said reflector panel and said zigzag radiating conductor being bent about said center axis so that the dihedral angle formed between the two planes of said reflector panel and that formed between the two planes of said conductor are each on the order of 120 degrees,

8. An omnidirectional antenna system comprising: a supporting structure having three sides spaced from the vertical axis of said structure,
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